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Sectior-A

Ql. Attempt all parts. Atl carry equal marks. Wrlte answer

of each part ln short. (10x2=20)

(a) Find shape intersection surface where p:2, Ft
intersect each other.

Define and derive divergence theorem for a vector.

State point form of ohms law & Gauss's Law.

Find electic field density for infmite line charge using

Gauss's [aw.

(e) Explain Biot-Savart's Law.

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(D Write difference

dipole.

Define reflection

normal incidence.

between magnetic and electric

coefficient of a plane wave at(e)

(h) Explain the significance of loss tangent.

(i) Mention the properties of unifonn plane wave.

(t) Define laplace's equation for electric field.

Secfron-B

Q2. Attempt any flve quesfrons from thls sectlon.

(r0x5=50)

Transforrr vrctor / = !d, + (r + z)d, it into spheri-

cal coordinates system. Also evaluate it's value at

P(-2, 61 3).

Find expression for electric field intenstty for an

infinite sheet charge.

Define and derive Iaplace's equation for electric field"

Discuss Polarization in dielectric mediurn.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e) Three point charges- lnC,4nC,3nC are located at
(0,0,0), (0,0,1), (1,0,0) find energy in the system.

(D Derive continuity orrent equation. Also define

relaxationtime.

G) hove that magneto static energy is given by

v^=r!, errdv.

(h) What do you mean by displacement current also

derive Ampere's law for time varying field.

Sectlotr-C

Note: Attempt any two questions from this sectlon.

(15x2-30)

Q3. State and prove divergence theorem. Detennine the flu
over the closed surface of cylinder 0Kz<l , f,'f bf cos2

(tp) A r* z sin g a e. 
Verify the divergence theonern for above

mentioned sase.

Q4. G) Write down Maxwell's equation in all forms for static,

dynamic and time hannonic fields with their signifi-
cance.



Q5.

(ii) Calculate electric field intensity due to continuous

infinitely long shret charge having line charge density

p, Clrt.

State and prove boundary condition at interfaces for mag-

neto static fields. Given that Hl = -2 d ** 6 d r+ 4 6 *Alm

in reglon y-x-210 where p1=5po calculatp

(a) Ml,Bl

(b) ln and B2 in regiort !'x-2>0 where P24lto.
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